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Rhuigi Villaseor is  Bally's  new creative director. Image credit: Bally
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Swiss apparel and accessories label Bally is reinforcing its refreshed brand ethos with the appointment of a new
creative director.

Bally has named Filipino American streetwear designer Rhuigi Villaseor as its new creative director, overseeing the
artistic direction across the luxury label. He will debut his first collection with Bally for the spring/summer 2023
season.

"Over the past three years, we have redefined our positioning, successfully consolidating the brand across product
offering and customer touchpoints," said Nicolas Girotto, CEO of Bally, in a statement.

"This strong foundation, rooted in an embrace of our Swiss identity, enables us to progress on our ambitions," he
said. "In this transformative moment, and having found the right champion in Rhuigi, we are ready to move Bally to
the next level."

Past and present
Mr. Villaseor will be based between Switzerland and Los Angeles, where he began his career in fashion.

In 2015, he founded his ready-to-wear and accessories label, Rhude, serving as CEO and creative director. His
streetwear designs have been worn by several celebrities, and he has also collaborated with brands in the
automotive and homeware sectors.

"I am proud to be appointed as the new creative director of Bally," Mr. Villaseor said.

"As a brand that is very dear to my heart, Bally has been worn in my family from generation to generation, from my
grandfather to myself," he said. "The brand's pioneering legacy across social innovation and 171 years of luxury
heritage is a true inspiration, and I am drawn to the company's paramount commitment to sustainability and
craftsmanship."
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Bally's  autumn/winter 2021 campaign. Image credit: Bally

The son of a tailor and an architect, Mr. Villaseor combines luxury techniques and streetwear sensibilities to
reference American iconography and nostalgia in his designs. His appreciation for Bally's storied heritage also
made him an appealing choice to lead the brand's next chapter.

"Having acutely followed Rhuigi's ascent I am excited by how his natural creativity and energetic spirit have made
him one of the industry's greatest idea generators and community builders," Mr. Girotto said. "Rhuigi's deep
understanding of Bally's history coupled with a distinct appreciation of the Swiss lifestyle will be instrumental in
ushering the brand into the future."

More luxury brands have become receptive to hiring streetwear designers to lead their fashion houses.

In September 2021, French fashion label Kenzo embraced its Japanese heritage and contemporary streetwear
sensibilities with the appointment of a new artistic director, Nigo.

The designer, born Tomoaki Nagao, became the first Japanese designer to serve as the label's artistic director since
its founder, Kenzo Takada. Nigo started his first independent clothing label, A Bathing Ape, in Tokyo back in 1993
(see story).
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